
C H R I S  P O C H I B A



Introduction
The bicycle is a metaphor for life, at least that’s what I tell myself every time I go on a bicycle 
tour with Venture Expeditions. I’ve been on four tours now, so I think I can say that. The 
bicycle is a symbol of the process. The process of constantly moving towards something, that 
next adventure, project, or something simply amazing. With each pedal stroke, I’m reminded 
of that process. 

The bicycle is a place where you experience the wind in your face as you coast down a 
mountain, and the grueling grind your knees feel when you make your way back up. The 
bicycle is being fully present with your body and mind and trusting the struggle that you’re 
facing. The struggle is exactly what you need in order for you to become who you are 
supposed to be. It’s the necessary part of your adventure. 

That’s what this book is here to do: to help you embrace your struggle and be fully present 
for your next adventure. 

In 2014, I decided to go on one more adventure with Venture, this time from Seattle to 
NYC with 15 other adventurers. Their stories varied from wanting to do something so far 
out of their comfort zone, figuring out their life and what direction they are supposed to go, 
to just simply wanting to go on an adventure. It was Sharon though, that had the most 
compelling story. 

Sharon, 62, and her husband, Ron, always dreamed of going on an adventure, specifical-
ly riding their bicycles across the country. When her husband suddenly fell ill and passed 
away, Sharon was left with their dreams shattered. 

One year later, Sharon set out to ride across the country in memory of Ron. Leaving all that 
was familiar behind and embracing the new that was ahead of her, she set out on an 
adventure. 

Just because you go on an adventure doesn’t mean all your past experiences will disappear. 
All the pain Sharon had experienced wasn’t still very real for her. As we were riding in the van 
out west, Maggie Mae, the popular Rod Stewart song, came on the radio. Tears slowly welled 
up in Sharon’s eyes as the lyrics bellowed: 



“Wake Up Maggie, I think I’ve got something to say to you.” The song was just entering the 
second verse when Sharon finally spoke up.

“Can we turn the song, please?” 

The request was a little weird but I obliged. My mind started wondering why she made such 
a request, and almost as if she was reading my mind Sharon answered softly. 

This song had been her and Ron’s song. I’m sure all the memories had been flooding her 
mind and at that moment, I think we all realized that this adventure would be something we 
weren’t expecting. For all of us. 

The thing about us humans is that we default to the familiar. We become complacent with 
our schedule and embrace the mundane. We live with unhappy circumstances and never take 
the initiative to bring change to our situations. Security, conformity, and complacency 
actually work against us and endanger our souls. 

Deep within us we long to have a passion for adventure. Life is supposed to be filled with 
encounters of new experiences, giving us joy each day. But we are stubborn, aren’t we? At the 
inkling of any kind of change that could be uncomfortable we bolt back to the unchanged 
situation. Day after day we gaze at our TV while the Grand Canyon is simply waiting for us 
right outside our window.  

When is the last time you had an adventure? 
 
When we hear the word “adventure,” it’s no surprise that almost everyone has a different 
definition. From Indiana Jones to Criss Angel, adventure is something in the eye of the 
beholder. 

Humans, since their creation, have always longed for a deeper purpose. Within the depths of 
our souls, we have this aching to be a part of something larger than ourselves.
We know this because:

We pay money to sit in front of screens flashing images of stories that are so much 
more compelling than our own.



We listen to music that shouts anthems of excitement and exploration.

We talk about our dreams in hopes of them coming true.

We all want to be part of an adventure.

The sad reality though, is that most of us will never be a part of an adventure, or for that matter, 
live an adventurous life. We settle for living on the couch and befriending our television screen. We 
choose being comfortable, instead of the awkwardness of uncertainty. Chain restaurants are more 
appealing and easier to handle than of our local mom and pop shops.

We as a culture have decided that we would rather watch our dreams be lived out by fantasy, rather 
than reality.

We’ve forgotten how to be pioneers of adventure.

Almost all of the people I look up to and try to mimic today, regardless of their profession, have built 
the act of adventure into their routine. These people aren’t simply chilling out at a local bar’s karaoke 
night; They’re too busy for that. In fact, that would be boring compared to some of the things they 
do. They’re hustling away in their studios, exploring how to change the world, or creating memories 
with their families. Instead of keeping all these amazing stories to themselves and hoarding all their 
adventures, they’re open about what they are busy doing. 

This is what Sharon does. 

Sharon is one of most eccentric people you will ever meet. She was kind to everyone she met, 
treating everyone with grace, dignity, and warmth. Her unique laugh separated itself from the others 
and her sense of exploration would get everyone excited. She wasn’t your typical 62 year old that fit 
within that “over 60” stereotype. Even with all her attributes, it was still a struggle sometimes 
connecting her story with the riders.  

Instead of letting that conflict get in her way and hoarding her own story, she shared her story with 
people all across the country as she peddled from coast to coast. She was able to connect with 
people that none of the other riders would connect with. She never allowed her past hurt and 
suffering to dictate her present, but rather let it propel her future. While she was discovering her 
soul, she was benefiting the world. I’ll never forget watching Sharon share her story with a fellow 
widow in a coffee shop in the middle South Dakota. 



Tears flowing from both sides of the table, the conversation ended with a hug and a, “I’m so glad you 
shared your story with me, it gives me hope.”

Throughout all the knee pain, age gap between the riders, and other health concerns, Sharon pushed 
on. She never once believed the lie that this ride wasn’t worth it. 

If you’re reading this book, you probably already have an idea of what your adventure is. You’re not 
looking for what the adventure, is but simply how to make the adventure happen. If that’s true, I’m 
so glad.

Whether you want to ride your bicycle across America, take your business to the next level, intentionally 
create lasting memories, or simply make your life more exciting, this book is designed to help.

I wanted to create some sort of manual on how to start operating as someone who seeks adventure. 
To wake up your inner pioneer and go where no human has gone... well, at least to go places you 
haven’t been before. 

I’m going to try to teach you how to think about your life as a never ending adventure, how to share 
those stories with people who might be interested in joining you along your journey, and how to deal 
with the constant ups and downs of life. 

There are a lot of destructive myths about adventure, but the most influential lie is the fear of not 
being good enough. That this adventure is “too much to handle.” That we will never be “like them.” 
This insecurity flows from that ever insulting lie of comparison. Comparison is a terrible liar and you 
and I should find hope in that because adventure is different for everyone. 

Your adventure can be simply embracing a healthier lifestyle, going to a different coffee shop to 
work, or driving a different way to church. These adventures are small and most likely people will 



never talk about them in the history books. In my own world, these adventures are bright, colorful 
memories that are painted in my mind. I am happier that I have done them rather than sitting at 
home watching my life pass me by.  

With Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook, it’s pretty darn impossible to go a moment without seeing 
someone else’s adventure. That perfectly edited photo or that well crafted status update is only a 
billboard to their life, not their real life.

Stop with the comparison because you don’t have time for it anymore.

At the heart of adventure is the act of exploration. This is the process where you learn more about 
the world around you and more about yourself and what you are truly capable of. Now is the time to 
push the limits. 

“The very core for a man’s living spirit is his passion for adventure.” 
- Christopher McCandless

There are some of us who have slowly awakened to the calling of adventure. We feel it in our bones: 
that life is made to be lived and not watched from the sidelines. If that’s you, this book is for you. 
It’s time to see every moment as an opportunity rather than coincidence, or worse... a mistake.

For me, I get so caught up in what I’m trying to do that I forget who I’m trying to become. I allowed  
myself to think that in order to live an adventurous life it has to be something a on a grand scale. 
While some of that is true, going on an adventure is pursuing something bigger than ourselves; It’s 
meant to cultivate relationships that we can share on this journey. 

Next time you step outside your front door and head in a different direction, may you create 
adventure and may you share it with others. 
 
My hope is that you embrace the adventurous lifestyle, that you connect with your surroundings, 
and that you take in the moment. I have no doubt that you will climb mountains, break records, 
write the next greatest novel, conquer that fear of public speaking. You can do all those things. Please 
do all those things. The world is waiting for you to do them. 



Remember, those adventures aren’t meant for you to hoard. They are meant to be shared. The next 
five days is just the beginning of your new life. 

So what are you waiting for? 

Adventure is waiting for you.

Adventure is out there. 



1. GO A DIFFERENT
WAY TO WORK

Brave the new streets, 
red lights, and stop signs. 
Look for places that you 
haven’t noticed before.



A few weeks ago, I was walking the streets of Downtown Disney in Orlando with a friend. I have 
this tradition where every time I go to Orlando, I swing by Disney and grab a Vinyl Mickey. I know, 
I know, but it’s a tradition so I have to do it. 
 
Instead of going to the normal store that I typically buy from, I decided to switch it up at the last 
minute. Sure it required a couple of more minutes of walking through a crowd, but I’m at Disney, so 
why not?
 
Finally making it to the counter and purchasing and opening my Vinyl Mickey, the clerk could see 
my disappointment as I pulled out Thor (psssh...God of Thunder, more like the God of Paul Mitchel 
Hairspray) She leaned over the counter and whispered “There’s an underground trading post happen-
ing behind Starbucks.” Puzzled, I thanked her and made my way to over to the coffee shop not really 
sure what to expect.
 
The scene was crazy. People yelling at each other, holding up the plastic figures, trading away. It was 
just like a scene from the movie Wall Street. I’ve never been to the stock market, but I’m pretty sure 
this was what it looks like anyway. 

If I hadn’t taken a different route that day, I would have never found this underground Vinyl Mickey 
trading post, been filmed and featured on a YouTube show dedicated to Vinyl Mickeys,  and 
ultimately would have never had a great story to tell. 

So today may you brave the new streets, may you look for places that you have never noticed before, 
and may you have a great story to tell, because you simply changed your routine.



2. SEND 5 TEXT
    MESSAGES OF
    ENCOURAGEMENT
There is nothing like getting a message 

from a friend who says they are 
thinking of you.



It’s day 2 and you made it safe and sound 
from yesterday’s adventure. Unless you didn’t, 
in which case you probably shouldn’t 
continue reading. 

I believe in the power of random. One of 
my favorite things to do is to send a random 
text message to a friend, co-worker, or family 
member. I somehow stumbled into this 
practice. I don’t know what led me to 
do it, but now I’m addicted. 

There is something magical and holy about 
lifting up your brothers and sisters. I don’t 
send these messages to get anything in return, 
but just like clockwork, I will receive a text 
message back that usually says, 
“Wow! I needed that today, thank you so much!”

There is something inherently 
powerful in words of encouragement.

Adventure is never meant to be a lonely jour-
ney. There is a community around you that 
is just waiting for you to say hi. So what are 
you waiting for? Pull out that phone and type 
away. 



3. SAY ONLY “YES”

Remember to use your brain when saying 
“Yes.” The last thing anyone wants is to 
get hurt by saying “yes” to jumping out 

the second story window.



I don’t like to do things I am bad at. 

That probably doesn’t make me very unique, but if I really stink at something I don’t want to do it. 
Right now my life is very detail ordinated. I block hours on my calendar for meetings, reading time, 
prayer time, design time, and work out time. I can be a control freak when it comes to thinking 
about time management. 

If for some reason I get off schedule, I immediately get upset with myself. I want to start throwing 
tables like Jesus did but instead I start blaming other people for my flaws. 

Avoidance prolongs adversity. 

Blaming others never ends well. 

So since I am not naturally built to be flexible with my day, I wanted to work on this. We all need to 
work on things we’re not good at.

I’ll be honest. 

I’m afraid. 

I’m scared of sucking.

I’m scared of looking dumb.

I’m scared of making mistakes. 

Today’s challenge is simply embracing those fears and living in the moment. Don’t make any plans. 
Live in the moment.

If someone calls and wants to meet up say “YES.”

If you have to work, don’t make plans for lunch or your break off.

Remember: Adventure is a process, not a contest. Live in the moment today.



4. FIND A TRAIL
Become one with nature by embracing the

adventures it has laid out for you.



Ooooooohhh today we get to explore the big outdoors! The beauty of hik-
ing is that it’s an extension of something we already do anyway  every day.

Several years ago I was hiking in Ohio with some friends. None of us knew really what we were 
doing, but we knew we wanted to be one with nature. So we grabbed our book bags and hit 
the open frontier. It was an amazing time of laughing, exploring, and even exercise. We were 
enjoying it so much, that we didn’t notice someone had switched the mile markers on the trail. 

Hours zoomed by as we continue to hike, slowly the trail transitioned from well kept to 
non-existent. It wasn’t until the sun was starting to set that we start to get worried. 
We had no idea where we were on the map. Only one of us had a cell phone (remember 
I said it was several years ago and it was the Nokia phone with the snake game…remem-
ber that?!). We called the number on the hiking pamphlet, the signal going in and out. 

When the park ranger answered, we were overcome with joy…until he said 
he had no idea where we were. He said we’d have to spend the night in the 
woods, and if he didn’t hear back from us by morning he’d send a search party. 

Hiking is an unscripted experience where adventure could be at ever corner. Even a trail hiked 
serval times will deliver the most surprising events. So today, do just that. Go on a hike. If you get 
lost and have to spend the night out in the woods, don’t worry, we’ll send a search party after you. 



5. YOUR ADVENTURE
    IS WAITING.
Write down 5 Adventures you want to 
accomplish before the end of THIS year.



The thing about searching for adventure is that it rarely yells. It usually whispers. It’s unreason-
able to neglect our dreams, aspirations, and our hopes of adventure, and then wonder why our 
lives feel so boring and stagnant. 

One of the best practices is seeing the opportunity for adventure in the small areas of our life, 
and then, larger adventures will make themselves known to us. I hope this challenge has helped 
you to do just that. 

Living an adventure-filled life is a journey, not a destination. You will look crazy. People will 
question why you are so bent on seeing your dreams come true. This step will likely have you 
facing thoughts of fear and uncertainty. 

Face those fears, today, instead of the regret of tomorrow. 

Today’s challenge is simple. Write 10 adventures you want to accomplish within the next year. 
Some can be small and some can large. Each one of these adventures is yours for the taking. 

We need to strive to add more adventure to our lives. We all need something to move towards. 
We all need to give ourselves permission to dream. 

We all need adventure. 



LAST
THE

THOUGHT



May every winding, dangerous, scary, 
lonesome road, lead to the most amazing 

view you’ve ever seen. 



WATCH THE MOVIE AT
WEAREADVENTURE.ORG

http://weareadventure.org


DID YOU LIKE 5 DAYS OF ADVENTURE?
YOU’LL LOVE THIS!

WWW.WEAREADVENTURE.ORG

http://weareadventure.org

